NEWS

New Australian Academy of Science Fellows

Hanna Kokko (EEG) and Craig Moritz (EEG, and Director of the Centre for Biodiversity Analysis), have been elected as Fellows of the Australian Academy of Science.

Hanna was elected for her significant contributions to ecology and evolutionary biology using novel mathematic methods.

Craig was elected for his work to improve our understanding of evolutionary biology, particularly how new species arise and develop in different contexts.

PHDs AWARDED

Jixun Luo (CSIRO-Miller Lab, PS) ‘Understanding the impact of starch synthase lla on starch structure and function in the cereal endosperm’.

PHDs SUBMITTED

Pamela Fallow (Magrath Lab, EEG) submitted her thesis entitled ‘Interspecific eavesdropping and alarm call identification by superb fairy-wrens (Malurus cyaneus).’

FRDC Science and Innovation Award

Danswell Starrs (Fulton Lab, EEG) has been awarded $19K by the Fisheries Research and Development Corporation (FRDC), to explore if

Computed X-ray Tomography (CT scanning) can be employed to examine otolith growth rings and reveal the age and growth rates of

fishes. Danswell will work with Marta Vidal-Garcia and Scott Keogh (EEG).

Director/Acting-Director arrangements

Kieran Kirk will step down from the role of Director of the School on April 18, to take up the role of Dean of the College of Medicine, Biology and Environment. The Director’s position will be advertised in the coming weeks. The three Heads of Division will rotate the Acting-Directorship over the period encompassing the appointment process, with Stefan Bröer taking on the role from Tuesday April 22.

School seminar

Andrew Cockburn (EEG), the outgoing Director of the College of Medicine, Biology and the Environment will deliver a School seminar entitled ‘Should I go or should I stay: the evolutionary causes and consequences of dispersal’ on Wednesday 16 April 4-5pm in the R.N.Robertson Theatre, R.N. Robertson Building (Bldg 46).

Memorial service for Warwick Hillier

A memorial service for Warwick Hillier was held on 11 March at the Margaret Whittam Pavilion at the National Arboretum.

The event was attended by some 150 of Warwick’s colleagues, friends and family.

ANU Education Fellowship

Chris Fulton (EEG) has been awarded an ANU Research-led Education Fellowship for his research into ‘Fostering functional creativity and research literacy in undergraduate scientists via multimedia communication.’ Chris will collaborate with artists and scientists across the ANU to help undergraduate science students learn key aspects of the research process, while expressing creativity in how they interpret and communicate scientific research to a general audience.

Crawford Prize

Kathryn Parker (van Dooren and Kirk Labs, BSB) has been awarded the Janet Elspeth Crawford Prize for her 2013 Honours thesis, entitled ‘The novel putative transporter family in Toxoplasma gondii’.

Welcome

Adam Taranto has started a PhD in the Solomon Lab (PS). Adam has come from Melbourne where he completed Honours at LaTrobe University. He is studying the role of epigenetics and small RNAs in plant pathogenesis.

Farewell

Andrew Chew (IT) has left RSB and has taken up the role of IT Manager at the ANU Mathematical Sciences Institute.
Lab Leader profile: 
Michael Jennions (EEG)

Lab research focus:
Bizarre evolutionary games arise when species evolve to have males and females. These include resolving sexual conflict, choosing mates, battles over parental care, how to allocate sperm and whether to make sons or daughters. In jargon: we study the consequences of anisogamy.

Greatest achievement:
Scientifically it would be presumptuous for me to say. My favourite projects have, however, always involved collaborating with extremely talented women and men: fieldworkers, statisticians and theoreticians. In hindsight, convincing them I have some skill to bring to these project seems like a major achievement.

Next big thing:
I hope a student that I have supervised going on to make a major contribution to evolutionary theory. I suppose the boring answer is something to do with harnessing new technology to address key questions… but I am old-fashioned enough to believe a smart person with creative insights ultimately does more to advance science.

What do you see as future challenges for your field of research?
Pessimistically, I’d say convincing the taxpayer to continue to fund evolutionary biology that does not have any immediately obvious applied angle. Optimistically, I’d say reminding colleagues in all fields (from economics to linguistics to medicine) of the amazing insights that can be gained by including an evolutionary perspective. It makes sense of nonsense.

Chris Cazzonelli (Pogson Lab, PS), has left RSB and taken up a new position as Senior Lecturer in Plant Molecular Biology at the University of Western Sydney, Hawkesbury Institute for the Environment. Chris and his team will investigate how molecular regulatory mechanisms determine crop acclimation and adaptation to a changing environment. He will maintain strong collaborations with colleagues from ANU and the ARC Centre of Excellence in Plant Energy Biology.

Brani Igic (Magrath Lab, EEG) has left for a two-year postdoc at the University of Akron, USA, to work on avian egg colour and mimicry.
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